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1. Introduction
Passenger transportation by city and intercity buses has increased significantly in the recent years. Bus trip
is considered to be one of the safest means of land road
transportation. The number of casualties caused by buses
in 2006 accounted for 2.5% of all road traffic accidents.
The results suggest that the increasing demand for bus trips
in future will inevitably involve higher number of accidents. This calls for maximum possible increase of passenger safety by different methods [1, 2].
Drivers often are incapable of handling the task of
vehicle stabilization in critical situations. For these reasons, electronic stability control systems have started to be
installed in passenger cars and sports utility vehicles
(SUVs) [3]. Studies have demonstrated that an ESP installed in a vehicle could reduce the chance of a traffic
accident by 45%, where the accident is caused by unsafe
driving trajectory [4].
Two types of heavy vehicle accidents associated
with vehicle instability could be identified: vehicle rollover
and vehicle drift from the desired trajectory. Accidents
involving vehicle drift from the desired trajectory are
caused by one or several vehicle axles drifting from the
required cornering trajectory. Where the force parallel to
road surface acting on the vehicle is greater than the wheel

Fig. 1 Steering wheel
manoeuvre [7]
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to road grip force, the vehicle naturally starts slipping [5].
Key factors causing loss of longitudinal stability
or rollover of commercial vehicles are the following: driver's errors, accidents associated with poor infrastructure, or
poor road surface [6].
This paper is aimed at analysing manoeuvre stability of an intercity bus equipped with dynamic stability
control system and reliability of this system using the
MSC.Adams software. Relevance of the system in buses of
this type will also be assessed in the paper.
2. Review of the methodology of the tests
Test methodology for heavy-duty vehicles, such as
buses, is not a universal solution; however, tests similar to
those applied to light-duty vehicles are usually used. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
uses the following tests for testing heavy-duty vehicle stability:
 constant radius test, involving constantly increasing
velocity of vehicle;
 slowly increasing steer test;
 ramp steering maneuver;
 ramp with dwell;
 sine with dwell;
 half-sine with dwell.

Fig. 2 Trajectory and dimensions (m) of double-lane
change manoeuvre by the Altoona Bus
Research and Testing Center [8]
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Ramp test is based on constant steering until the
required steering wheel angle is reached. In case of a test
sequence, conditions become more complex as the initial
velocity is increased. In its tests, NHTSA increases the
velocity at 3.2 km/h (2 mph) increments starting with the
initial velocity of 32 km/h (20 mph). Acceleration increment is reduced to 1.6 km/h (1 mph), when the tested vehicle loses stability. Fig. 1 demonstrates variation of steering
wheel angle profile during the test. The test is completed as
soon as one of the following conditions is met [7]:
 vehicle remains stable after reaching the velocity of
50 mph (80 km/h);
 driving axle wheel lifts 2 inches (~ 5 cm) off the
ground;
 driven axle wheel lifts 2 inches (~ 5 cm) off the
ground.
Double-lane change manoeuvre. The test involves
a bus performing the double-lane change manoeuvre
(Fig. 2). One lane width – 3.66 m (12 ft.); two 30.48 m
(100 ft) gate spacings are provided for the bus to perform
the lane change. This manoeuvre is usually performed
several times, with the bus changing lanes, first, left to
right, and then right to left. The test is considered to be
successful, if the tested bus completes the track at the predefined constant velocity without hitting the road cones
off. Maximum test velocity of the bus is usually 72 km/h
(45 mph) [8].

3. Model design
Investigation of vehicle motion through numerical
calculations is widely applied. The reason for this is that it
is regarded as quite easy and cheap method of active safety
systems validation. The question is: which mathematical
model should be chosen? Different models can be applied from very simple two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) "bicycle" model [9, 10] to much more sophisticated models with
many DOFs, including different interactions [11, 12]. In
case of analyzing lateral dynamics of a vehicle it is necessary to describe the side slip phenomenon of tyres as presented by [13, 14]. However, too much complicated models do not always mean better solution, because of the
problem of identifying parameters of model. Apart from
data sheets of a vehicle (wheelbase, wheel track, masses of
a vehicle etc.), many parameters require test rig measurements, which can guarantee the low level of error, contrary
to estimation, which is sometimes performed on the basis
of empirical equations.
This paper is largely focused on an ABS-based distributed braking system. This is currently the most widespread system in automotive industry [15]. This vehicle
model is comprised of seven degrees of freedom. Lateral
and longitudinal velocity (usually indicated as x and y )
and yaw rate (  ) create three degrees of freedom related
to the vehicle body. Angular velocity of wheels (wpk, wpd,
wgk, wgd) create another four degrees of freedom.

Fig. 3 Bus parameters become relevant during its cornering
Assume that steering wheel angle is indicated as
δ. Longitudinal reactions of all wheels are Fxpk, Fxpd, Fxgk,
Fxgd. Lateral reactions of wheels are indicated as, respectively, Fypk, Fypd, Fygk, Fygd.
The desired values of yaw rate and slip angle are
not always possible to obtain. Attempts to achieve higher
value of yaw rate than desired would be unsafe, if the grip
ratio is not capable of supporting such velocity. This
means that the desired value of yaw rate should be limited
by the tyre to road grip function.
Linear dependence between deviation from the
desired driving trajectory and steering wheel angle forms,
where vehicle is controlled by modes involving small slip
angles and no corrections by the steering wheel:
yaw rate (ψ) = (steering wheel angle) multiplied by
(increase of yaw rate).

(1)

Yaw rate is also associated with lateral acceleration:

ψ = (transverse acceleration) / (vehicle velocity). (2)
Any of the above dependences could be applied to
identification of an ideal vehicle yaw rate under the defined conditions. Difference between actual and ideal yaw
rates is employed in control of transverse stability:
(vehicle slip value) = (actual yaw rate) –
– (ideal yaw rate).

(3)

The vehicle is considered to be too susceptible to
skidding, where it demonstrates positive slip value. Where
the slip value is negative, the vehicle is considered to be
not manoeuvrable enough. Besides these to types, there is
the third type – neutral manoeuvrability.
Stability factor K is used to assess vehicle behaviour while cornering:
K m

c g l g  c p l p
c p c g l

,

(4)
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where m is vehicle weight; l is wheelbase; lg and
lp are distance from centre of mass to axle; cαp is front axle
stiffness (based on tyre stiffness and pneumatic model);
cαg is rear axle stiffness [16].
Parameters of the studied numerical model have
been determined in the MSC.Adams software application.
In order to design a mechatronic system in Adams/Car
application, both the ABS and ESP control systems must

be designed as well (Fig. 4). Add-in Adams/Mechatronics
to the MSC.Adams software is used for simulation of operations of these systems [17]. The studied model is designed using Adams/Truck general suspension templates.
Simulation begins with design of an assembly unit of the
required wheelbase; the centre of mass is determined by
the weight values of main components and their layout
according to the reference point.
Subsytem-ABS Control System

Subsytem-Body

Subsytem-ESP Control System
Subsytem-Brake system

Fig. 4 Signals of stability control system and their connections [17]
Two identical bus models with different wheelbase and weight values have been designed for the analysis. Empty weight of the vehicle with a longer wheelbase is
13,500 kg, gross vehicle weight - 19,000 kg (based on the
manufacturer's data). Weight ratio on the axles is 7,500 kg
(for front axle) and 11,500 kg (for rear axle) (~ 60.5% of
total weight at the front, 39.5% – at the rear). Both models
under analysis are double-axle versions. Double wishbone
stabilizer suspension is applied to the front. The driving
axle is a dependent suspension with dual wheels. Position
of the centre of mass must be identified individually, as the

references fail to provide the value. The bus is comprised
of a certain number of material bodies. Mass values of
these material bodies and their centres of mass are required
in order to analyse movement of the bus. These parameters
have been identified using a bus model divided into 19
separate elements and taking into account passengers'
weight (one passenger's weight – 75 kg). After the values
of mass and coordinates of centres of mass have been identified for the elements, it is then possible to determine the
parameters of centres of mass of the bus models.
Table 1

Parameters of centres of mass of the bus models
Bus
12 m empty
12 m gross
13 m empty
13 m gross

Coordinates of the centre of mass (mm)
x
y
6763.53
1437.89
6679.13
1584.04
7151.90
1446.48
7183.16
1612.24

This is a simplified stability control model, as
there is no input on the steering wheel angle. Relevance of
the stability control is determined by the system on the
basis of two vehicle body parameters: body lateral acceleration (body_lat_acc) and body yaw rate (body_yaw_rate).

Front
36.40
37.78
38.32
37.87

Mass distribution (%)
Rear
63.60
62.22
61.68
62.13

4. Test conditions
The model is tested on a virtual road under different grip conditions for more comprehensive analysis of
effect of the dynamic stability control system on bus stabil-
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ity. It has been decided to test the bus on the roads with,
respectively, 0.8 and 0.2 grip ratio (μ) values. These values
represent, respectively, dry asphalt concrete and road covered with packed snow.
Double-lane change and ramp tests (steering
wheel angle slightly increased) have been performed.

Double-lane change test. The manoeuvre has been
performed under the methodology developed by the Altoona Bus Research and Testing Center. The bus moves at
48 km/h before performing the manoeuvre. Bus track before the manoeuvre is presented in Fig. 5.

a

b

Fig. 5 Trajectory of double-lane change manoeuvre (a) and steering wheel angle (b) variation
Ramp test. This test is also referred to as the Slowly
Increasing Steer Manoeuvre (SIS) test. The test is conducted with the steering wheel turned constantly at
13.5 degrees/second until 400 degrees of steering wheel
angle is achieved. Initial bus velocity – 48 km/h Relevant
values of parameters of bus transverse stability and variables that help maintain the desired trajectory of bus.
5. Discussion of the results
Brake develops a certain braking torque that is deMs (Nm)

Ms (Nm)

termined by the braking force and the arm of force. Arm of
braking force is the radius between the force application
point to the centre of brake disk. Bus model has been designed so as to ensure that its rear brakes develop lower
maximum braking torque.
The ramp test manoeuvre is performed by turning
the steering wheel counter-clockwise. In all cases, outer
wheels are subjected to braking. Left side wheels were not
subjected to braking during this manoeuvre. Front wheel is
subjected to stronger breaking, thus developing a greater
restoring torque.

Front left wheel

Rear left wheel

Ms (Nm)

Front right wheel

Ms (Nm)

Rear right wheel

time (s)

time (s)

time (s)

time (s)
empty 12 m
full 12 m

empty 13 m
full 13 m

Fig. 6 Braking torques during ramp test at grip ratio μ = 0.2
The curves suggest that greater braking torque is
required to control a fully loaded bus. It is essential to note
that braking torque is considerably lower in case of slip-

pery road surface (i.e. where μ = 0.2) than in other cases
analysed.
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Ms (Nm)

Front left wheel

Rear left wheel

Ms (Nm)

time (s)

Ms (Nm)

Front right wheel

Rear right wheel

time (s)

time (s)

time (s)

empty 12 m
full 12 m

empty 13 m
full 13 m

Fig. 7 Braking torques during ramp test at grip ratio μ = 0.8
This braking torque had just a slight effect on stabilization of the bus trajectory. This has been caused by
system drawbacks, namely, failure to register considerable
variation in lateral acceleration or yaws rate during slipping of front wheels. The system misinterpreted the position of the bus during its slipping in the forward direction
with its wheels turned to the side, sending a wrong signal
on low braking torque required to the braking actuator. In
the case of slippery surface, right wheels of 13 m empty
bus were braking at the maximum braking torque (front –
Ms (Nm)

Ms (Nm)

21 Nm, rear – 13 Nm). It should be noted that braking of
wheels of this bus model starts earlier as compared to other
models analysed. Wheels of 12 m empty model were subjected to the weakest braking: front – 5.5 Nm, rear –
3.5 Nm. Such insignificant values of braking torque do not
have any greater effect on a bus weighing over 13 tons.
Braking torque values generated by model test on dry asphalt are almost identical to the values generated during
the manoeuvre performed on wet road surface.

Ms (Nm)

Front left wheel

time (s)
Rear left wheel

Ms (Nm)

Front right wheel

time (s)
Rear right wheel

time (s)
empty 12 m
full 12 m

time (s)
empty 13 m
full 13 m

Fig. 8 Braking torques during ramp double-lane change test at grip ratio μ = 0.8
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time (s)
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Fig. 9 Braking torques during ramp double-lane change test at grip ratio μ = 0.2
Maximum braking torque has been applied to
control the fully loaded 12 m (rear right wheel – 3160 Nm,
front right wheel – 5060 Nm). Considerably lower braking
torque is required to control an empty bus of the same
class, respectively, front right wheel – 3340 Nm, rear
wheel – 2090 Nm. Brake activation time is similar for all
cases, except for 12 m empty bus model. Double-lane
change manoeuvre has involved initial braking of left side
wheels. This is caused by the first steering wheel movement to the right. Front wheels are known to be subjected
to stronger braking in order to achieve greater stabilizing
torque. It should be noted that the system has applied the
maximum braking torque (front – 5880 Nm, rear –
3680 Nm) to stabilize the movement trajectory of empty
bus models. Slightly lower braking force has been used to
successfully stabilize the fully loaded bus models. Further
into this manoeuvre, right side wheels have been subjected
to braking by the system in order to straighten out the bus
that has changed the lane.
Large torque has been registered while the analysed model has been changing to its initial lane. In this
case, however, maximum possible torque has been applied
to all tested bus models for stabilization purposes. Brake
activation time is the only difference in this case. Brakes of
the fully loaded 12 m bus have been activated within the
shortest time, while brakes of the empty 13 m bus have
been activated within the longest time. Brakes of the empty
12 m bus and fully loaded 13 m bus have been activated at
the same time, with the difference in braking duration,
which is longer for the fully loaded 13 m bus.
Double lane change manoeuvre by the empty and
fully loaded buses on icy road has demonstrated that considerably greater braking torque is required in order to
stabilize the fully loaded model. The greatest braking
torque has been applied to the fully loaded 12 m bus on icy
road. Wheels of this bus model have been subjected to
braking at the beginning of manoeuvre (front – 2045 Nm,

rear – 1280 Nm). Left side wheels of this model have also
been observed to be subjected to braking at a fairly large
braking torque (front – 772 Nm, rear – 923 Nm), while the
wheels of other models are not subjected to any braking at
the same moment of time (t = 5 s).
NHTSA identifies two key criteria for performance assessment of a stability control system: lateral
acceleration ratio (LAR) and yaw rate ratio (YRR). LAR
metrics provide useful information on the system performance in roll stability control (RSC). LAR is the lateral
acceleration ratio registered by the electronic system at
path correction after steering to maximum lateral acceleration during steering [6].
Electronic stability control systems are usually
expected to fall within the following limitations:
1. 0.75 s after completion of steer (stering wheel
back to 0° position), preceded by 0.5 Hz steering, at
72 km/h vehicle speed, LAR value should be equal to or
lower than 30%.
a t

0  0 .75



a max

 100  30% ;

(5)

2. 1.75 s after completion of steer (stering wheel
back to 0° position), preceded by 0.5 Hz steering, at
72 km/h vehicle speed, LAR value should be equal to or
lower than 10%.
a t

0  0.75

amax



 100  10% ,

(6)

where at is lateral speed at time t; amax is maximum acceleration value registered at the second steer; t0 is time moment of completion of the steer.
This factor is usually asserted to be more accurate
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assessment method than mere assessment of the effect of
lateral acceleration on the vehicle analysed [6]. As a result,

the following values have been registered for the models
analysed:
Table 2

LAR criterion values determined
Bus model

m

a t

0  0 .75



2

12 m empty
12 m empty
12 m empty
12 m full
12 m full
12 m full
13 m empty
13 m empty
13 m empty
13 m full
13 m full
13 m full

0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8

a t

 pik

(m/s )

(m/s )

0.776
0.23
0.035
0.998
0.145
0.111
1.35
0.032
0.251
0.507
0.111
0.257

0.069
0.185
0.298
0.83
0.163
0.064
1.36
0.173
0.205
0.084
0.121
0.047

 100  40% ;

amax
(m/s2)

1 .75 

2

As demonstrated by the test on 12 m empty and
full bus of the same class on the icy road surface, the permissible values have been exceeded. LAR value has also
been exceeded in 13 m empty bus movement simulation
for the icy road surface. LAR value calculated 1.75 s after
steering for 12 m empty bus on the dry road surface has
been slightly exceeded.
Another important criterion to be calculated is the
yaw rate ratio (YRR). YRR allows for determination of
accident prevention capacity of the stability control system
with respect to loss of steering control. YRR value is determined by finding the ratio of yaw rate value at a certain
moment of time after steering to its peak value registered
during return of the steering wheel to the straight-ahead
position [6].
Two values of the ratio are calculated:
1. 0.75 s after completion of steer (stering wheel
back to 0° position), preceded by 0.5 Hz steering, at
72 km/h vehicle speed, YRR value should be equal to or
lower than 40%.
  t0  0.75 

0

LAR t

1.456
2.288
2.57
2.534
3.463
3.258
2.287
2.36
2.51
2.696
3.438
3.631

0

LAR t

 0 .75 

0

 1 .75 

(%)

(%)

53.3
10.1
1.4
39.4
4.2
3.4
59.0
1.4
10.0
18.8
3.2
7.1

4.7
8.1
11.6
32.8
4.7
2.0
59.5
7.3
8.2
3.1
3.5
1.3

2. 1.5 s after completion of steer (stering wheel
back to 0° position), preceded by 0.5 Hz steering, at
72 km/h vehicle speed, YRR value should be equal to or
lower than 15%.
  t 0 1 .5 
 pik

 100  15% ,

(8)

where  t is yaw rate at time t;  pik is peak yaw rate value
in the second semi-period, generated at 0.5 Hz frequency
steering.
NHTSA asserts that, where a stability control system satisfies the both specifications, probability of the
vehicle accident related to loss of steering control is lower
than 5%. In addition, this criterion also provides information about how quickly the vehicle stops rotating about
its vertical axis after the steering wheel is returned into its
straight-ahead position [6]. The following values have
been generated after completion of steering:

(7)
Table 3
YRR criterion values determined

Bus model

m

  t0  0.75 
2

12m empty
12m empty
12m empty
12m full
12m full
12m full
13m empty
13m empty
13m empty
13m full
13m full
13m full

0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.8

(m/s )
0.715
0.092
0.46
0.819
2.435
1.49
4.62
0.13
0.022
1.93
1.61
1.02

  t0  1 .5 
2

(m/s )
0.465
0.758
1.15
2.27
0.043
0.258
3.67
0.67
0.67
1.5
0.009
0.261

 pik
(m/s2)
7.57
8.08
8.84
10.16
9.4
9.55
9.09
8.81
8.72
9.77
9.683
9.0

YRR t

0  0 .75

(%)
9.5
1.1
5.2
8.1
25.9
15.6
50.8
1.5
0.3
19.8
16.6
11.3



YRR t

0 1 .5

(%)
6.1
9.38
13.0
22.3
0.5
2.7
40.4
7.6
7.7
15.4
0.1
2.9
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It could be observed that the tested 12 m and 13 m
empty bus models equipped with the stability control system fail to satisfy the conditions of criteria analysed when
tested on the icy road surface. The value of this criterion
has also been exceeded slightly during the test on 13 m full
bus on the same icy road surface.
6. Conclusions
Two different bus models equipped with dynamic
stability control systems have been developed during the
test. System reliability has been assessed during two different manoeuvres at various tyres to road grip ratios. The
calculated static parameters of transverse stability of bus
models have suggested obvious lack of stability control in
cases of low grip, as the system has not provided the desired trajectory. Bus models lacked manoeuvrability under
such conditions, and just slid in the forward direction with
the wheels turned to the side. As a result, neither the variation in lateral acceleration, nor the variation in yaw rate has
been registered. Bus models have avoided rollover during
the ramp manoeuvre on dry road surface with the dynamic
stability control system activated. 13 m bus model could be
considered to be the least resistant to rollover.
No rollover for bus models during double-lane
change manoeuvre has been registered as the yaw angle of
none of the models exceeded the critical level. The test has
involved vehicle body yaw angle reduction by 22% for the
bus model characterised by the highest risk (13 m fully
loaded), on the dry road surface. The yaw rate for the same
model has been reduced by 15% by application of the dynamic stability control system. The system has demonstrated maximum performance in reduction (26%) of the
maximum yaw rate for 13 m class empty bus manoeuvring
on the wet road surface.
Rollover of the bus models has also been avoided
during the ramp manoeuvre and in the case of dry road
surface, with the dynamic stability control system activated. Maximum body yaw angle 4.9° after application of the
system has been registed for12 m full bus. The same body
yaw angle value has been secured during testing of the
same bus on the wet road surface. The yaw angle of empty
models has not exceeded 2.9°. The yaw rate has been reduced considerable during ramp manoeuvre while testing
the empty bus models. This yaw rate value was reduced by
2.5 during testing of the 13 m empty bus. The system has
demonstrated great performance in ensuring lateral stability of the bus.
Apparent lack of stability control has been noticed
for low friction cases, where the system has failed to provide the path desired. The bus models lacked manoeuvrability under these conditions and simply were subjected to
skidding forward with their wheels turned resulting in no
registered change of either lateral acceleration or yaw rate
ratio. Absence of reliability of the system on this type of
road surface has also been supported by the LAR and YRR
criteria values generated. The LAR criterion has not been
fulfilled on the icy road surface: 12m empty (exceeded by
23%), 12 m full (exceeded by 9.4%), and 13 m empty (exceeded by 29%). 12 full model has failed to satisfy the
YRR criterion conditions on the icy road surface (exceeded
by 7.3%), 13 m empty (10.8 and 25.4%), while full 13 m
class bus model has exceeded the criterion by a minor degree (0.4%).
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MODELING AND RESEARCH OF BUS EQUIPPED
WITH DYNAMIC STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM
Summary
This paper is aimed at analysing manoeuvre stability of an intercity bus equipped with dynamic stability
control system using the MSC Adams software. The study
has been performed using the dynamic stability control
system functioning under the principle and structure of
distributed braking. Bus models have been developed on
the basis of analysis results of in situ test methodology
applied to analysis of heavy-duty vehicles. Numerical
model has been designed as part of this study for assessment of reliability and relevance of the system in buses of
similar type. Model parameters affecting the bus dynamics
while cornering have been identified and graph of braking
torques acting in the vehicle wheels have been developed
during analysis of the results.
Keywords: bus, lateral stability, dynamic stability control,
ESP, MSC.Adams.
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